
Write an appropriate positive tag, for each of the negative statements.

5) He shouldn't play in the pool,

You haven't slept well,4)

1) Passenger pigeons don’t exist anymore

2) He won't attend the wedding,

6) We must not go out in the blizzard,

7) Sandra couldn't hear the announcement clearly,

9) The school hasn’t closed for summer vacation yet,

I didn't go swimming yesterday,8)

3) We aren't going to the bistro,

10) Gwen and Jenny haven't eaten their snacks yet,

Tag questions, also called question tags, are phrases added at the end of a

sentence, and they change normal sentences into interrogative sentences. If

the sentence is positive, the tag is negative; if the sentence is negative, the tag

is positive. 

Example: You are not going to school today, are you?
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Write an appropriate positive tag, for each of the negative statements.

should he?5) He shouldn't play in the pool,

You haven't slept well, have you?4)

1) do they?Passenger pigeons don’t exist anymore

will he?2) He won't attend the wedding,

must we?6) We must not go out in the blizzard,

could she?7) Sandra couldn't hear the announcement clearly,

has it?9) The school hasn’t closed for summer vacation yet,

did I?I didn't go swimming yesterday,8)

3) are we?We aren't going to the bistro,

have they?10) Gwen and Jenny haven't eaten their snacks yet,

Tag questions, also called question tags, are phrases added at the end of a

sentence, and they change normal sentences into interrogative sentences. If

the sentence is positive, the tag is negative; if the sentence is negative, the tag

is positive. 

Example: You are not going to school today, are you?

Name :
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